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Who We Are

Educators exploring 
emerging tech for 
equity in education



What is 
“openness”?



🧠 Knowledge is a public good

📚 Access to free, quality learning is a human right

Our Beliefs…Our Beliefs

Resources Processes Impact

Schlagwein, D., Conboy, K., Feller, J., Leimeister, J. M., & Morgan, L. (2017). “Openness” with and 
without Information Technology: A Framework and a Brief History. 

https://doi.org/10.1057/s41265-017-0049
https://doi.org/10.1057/s41265-017-0049


Add your response at 

bit.ly/gaiforoe



   Generative Artificial Intelligence

Prompt

Output



   Generative Artificial Intelligence

Prompt

Output

Write a song about the intersection of 
generative AI and open education.

In the realm of endless code, where 
minds collide
Generative whispers breathe, dreams 
they confide
Where open paths of learning entwine
The fusion of AI and knowledge 
combine



   Generative Artificial Intelligence

Prompt

Output

An image showing two parallel paths 
that come to an intersection at the 
middle of the image. One one path, 
symbols depict open education, open 
data, open source, open climate, open 
culture. The other path has symbols 
that depict artificial intelligence, 
machines, robotics, etc. When the meet 
in the middle, there is an open box with 
symbols representative of ideas and 
inspiration bursting forth. 



   CrowdED Learning Values

Transparency

Collaboration

Access

Efficacy



Add your response at 

bit.ly/gaiforoe



CrowdED Learning



Tools…
that ease the process by which 

educators find, organize, & share OER

The CrowdED Learning Solution
Increase equitable access to and awareness of 
high-quality, open educational resources through…

Processes…
that engage the field in service 
learning to crowdsource quality OER



CrowdED Learning “Ecosystem” in Practice…

OER Processes OER Tools

OER Generation

Service learning PD where teachers 
curate, adapt, create, and align OER

OER Retrieval + Sharing

Free learning platform that eases how 
teachers find, organize, and share OER



Define Skills

Establish frameworks 
to define key skills for 
which content should 
be found/developed.

Train Teachers in EdTech

Provide training to 
support educators in
integrating  & designing 
reusable OER.

ID + Address Resource Gaps

Use service learning to 
to engage educators in 
generating OER to meet
localized resource needs.

Facilitate OER Use

Leverage tools such 
as SkillBlox to ease 
process of remixing 
and sharing OER. 

Building a Replicable Model for Sustainable OER Use





Learning and 
Exploring



What 
motivates 
teachers? 

Collaboration 
Community of Practice

(Lave, 1991)

Contributing 
to the field

Learning
technology, 

design, and best 
practices

Collaborating
in a Community of 

Practice



Training Teachers to Address Resource Gaps

✨ Adapt + Remix 
Content

🎨 Create
New Content

🔍 Curate
Existing Content

Resources exist, but if 
adapted they could be 
made more usable and 

accessible.

Limited resources exist 
or are missing key 

components, so new 
content is needed.

“As-is” resources are 
available, but they may 
need to be organized to 

be more usable.

How can we make 
better use of teachersʼ 

time and expertise?

How can we make OER 
easier to find and use?



Research Timeline: TSTM/SkillBlox
Jun 2022 - Dec 2023
Series of Maker Spaces to understand 
necessary supports for effective OER 
curation and reusable OER design.

Sep 2023 - May 2024
Development of SkillBlox features that support 
search, evaluation, organization, and sharing of 
OER

June 2024 - Spring 2025
Usability/feasibility study and RCT 
study to understand core use cases 
and impacts of using SkillBlox to 
share, reuse, and adapt OER

The research reported here was supported by the Institute of 
Education Sciences, U.S. Department of Education, through Grant 
R305N210025 to the American Institutes for Research. The 
opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not represent 
views of the Institute or the U.S. Department of Education.

https://edtech.worlded.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Subject-Area-Frameworks-for-Adult-Learners.pdf
https://edtech.worlded.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/ETMS-_-Shared-Copy-_-Resource-Evaluation-Guide-v3-1.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/145IJHzQxCjrqQzHSEDR5QctJBs5WCB9XELvEY9q004w/edit?usp=sharing


✨ Adapting + Remixing Content
✨ Adapt + Remix 

Content

Static OER

Interactive OER

Why this is needed…

● Resource suitability
● Access / usability of resources
● “Granularity” of existing OER

Examples…

● Adjusting content for 
readability, relevance

● Digitization of content

https://quizlet.com/_85t6xc?x=1jqt&i=1pl0zp
https://quizlet.com/_85t6xc?x=1jqt&i=1pl0zp
https://forms.gle/XSBc6abKgG5WAEfo9


🥼 Ways Weʼre Experimenting
✨ Adapt + Remix 

Content

Granularity: How can we adapt 
existing OER to make relevant 
activities more discoverable? 

Page 5

Page 10

🌐GV.1 The Constitution and the Bill of Rights



🧠 What Weʼve Learned
✨ Adapt + Remix 

Content

Benefits include…

● Immediate application helps truly develop edtech skills
● Educators become OER ambassadors
● Recognition of the value of reusability

But we still recognize…

● Localization seems good in theory 
but often easier to start from scratch



Using Generative AI for Adaptation

Suitability

Usability

Granularity

✨ Adapt + Remix 
Content



Adjusting the Level

Suitability

- Simplify the vocabulary by 
providing a word bank with 
definitions of terms like 
"contamination," "toxins," 
"infrastructure," etc. 
- Use more visuals like pictures, 
charts, and graphs to explain 
concepts. For example, show a 
diagram of how lead gets into 
drinking water through pipes.
- Break down complex information 
into smaller chunks. For example, 
present the timeline of events in Flint 
as a simple ordered list rather than a 
detailed narrative.

✨ Adapt + Remix 
Content

Claude

https://claude.ai/


Making it Usable

Usability

[Quiz Title] Flint Water Crisis Lesson 
Quiz

[Quiz Description] This quiz is 
designed to assess your 
understanding of the Flint Water 
Crisis lesson.

[Question 1] What is the main cause 
of the Flint Water Crisis?
* A. Lead contamination in the water 
supply
* B. A lack of clean water in the city
* C. A failure of the government to 
protect its citizens
* D. All of the above

✨ Adapt + Remix 
Content

Bard

https://bard.google.com/


Extracting an Activity

Granularity

Activity Title: Understanding the 
Impact of Drought in East Africa

Activity Description:
Students will write a short 
informative summary explaining how 
drought impacts people's lives in 
East Africa. They will use details 
learned from informational texts and 
class discussion.

Instructions: Review informational 
texts and discussion notes on the 
causes, effects, and solutions related 
to drought in East Africa.

✨ Adapt + Remix 
Content



Using Generative AI for Adaptation

Relevance

Usability

Granularity

✨ Adapt + Remix 
Content

- Simplify the vocabulary by 
providing a word bank with 
definitions of terms like 
"contamination," "toxins," 
"infrastructure," etc. 
- Use more visuals like pictures, 
charts, and graphs to explain 
concepts. For example, show a 
diagram of how lead gets into 
drinking water through pipes.
- Break down complex 
information into smaller chunks. 
For example, present the timeline 
of events in Flint as a simple 
ordered list rather than a detailed 
narrative.

[Quiz Title] Flint Water Crisis 
Lesson Quiz

[Quiz Description] This quiz is 
designed to assess your 
understanding of the Flint Water 
Crisis lesson.

[Question 1] What is the main 
cause of the Flint Water Crisis?
* A. Lead contamination in the 
water supply
* B. A lack of clean water in the city
* C. A failure of the government to 
protect its citizens
* D. All of the above

Activity Title: Understanding the 
Impact of Drought in East Africa

Activity Description:
Students will write a short 
informative summary explaining 
how drought impacts people's lives 
in East Africa. They will use details 
learned from informational texts 
and class discussion.

Instructions: Review informational 
texts and discussion notes on the 
causes, effects, and solutions 
related to drought in East Africa.



Why this is needed…

● Limited/lack of relevant content
● Emerging topics and needs

Examples…

● Math problems contextualized 
to authentic workplace tasks

● Activities that develop digital 
skills and digital resilience

🎨 Create
New Content🎨 Create New Content

Templated Slides

Original Activities



🥼 Ways Weʼre Experimenting
🎨 Create

New Content

Sustainability: How can teachers 
design OER while leveraging 
high-use, high-impact 
instructional routines.

Digital 
Learning 
Selector

💰 CC.2 Understand Credit History, Reports, & Scores 💰 TX.1 Understand Income Taxes
🔢 6.RP.3 Solve problems involving percents.

https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/digital-learning-selector/?cache_id=1b535
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/digital-learning-selector/?cache_id=1b535
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/digital-learning-selector/?cache_id=1b535


Benefits include…

● Teachers gain valuable skills around
designing for accessibility + reusability

● Designing for others helps teachers 
consider sustainable, replicable routines

But we still recognize…

● Building content from scratch is 
extremely time-consuming

🧠 What Weʼve Learned
🎨 Create

New Content



Introducing 
CampGPT

Collaboration 
Community of Practice

(Lave, 1991)

Contributing
prompts, reflections, 

insights

Learning
GAI tools, prompting 
strategies, AI ethics

Collaborating
across locations, subjects, 

sectors



The “Camp Rules”
🎨 Create

New Content

🎯 G Goals before tools Strategy and purpose

🧪 E Explore and have fun Confidence

🦟 A Avoid bugs Pitfalls

 🤝
  R

Remember to buddy up Human-centeredness



The Open Prompt Book
🎨 Create

New Content

Authentic Use Cases

Open Prompts

Concrete Examples

Educators showing how 
they want to apply GAI

Sharing prompt 
frameworks in practice

Letting others get right to the 
source and try for themselves



New Technology, Same Principles
🎨 Create

New Content

Credibility

Accuracy The content is accurate and current based on your expert 
knowledge and/or reputable sources.

Production 
Quality

The activity is free of production errors (e.g., broken links, 
grammar/spelling mistakes, etc.)

Cultural 
Sensitivity

The content includes diverse representation and is free of 
cultural bias/stereotypes.

Privacy & 
Security

The EdTech tool used to create or facilitate the activity is 
transparent in how user data is collected, stored, and 
used.

Examples of bias in Padletʼs I 
canʼt draw feature

Activity design criteria from the Design Checklist



Using free GAI-enabled tools as individual users is

● Very useful “as a starting point” for teachers
● Easy, when “text-to-text”

But we still recognize…

● Learners need to be involved
● Thereʼs much to explore when it comes to coordinated 

efforts that build instead of dilute

🧠 What Weʼve Learned



Add your response at 

bit.ly/gaiforoe



Why this is needed…

● Quality OER exists, but retrieval 
can be challenging

● No “one-size-fits-all” resource 
for all learners

Examples 

● Khan Academy for adult ed
● Organized digital skills OER

🔍 Curate
Existing Content🔍 Curate Existing Content

Send and receive email

e-Modules Projects



🌐 Civics Education
💰 Financial Literacy
🩺 Health Literacy
💼 Workforce Prep

🥼 Ways Weʼre Experimenting

Evaluation + Alignment: Engage 
educators in evaluating OER, then 
aligning to subject area frameworks.

🔍 Curate
Existing Content

Vetted, aligned content

Evaluate Align
800+

activities



Benefits include…

● Equips teachers with  skills  needed to 
make informed resource selections

● Immersion in skills/standards helps 
expand subject-area expertise

But we still recognize…

● Time spent curating disparate resources
is time intensive and subject to error

🧠 What Weʼve Learned
🔍 Curate

Existing Content



Localized Skills Frameworks
🔍 Curate

Existing Content

💻 EF.9: Send and Receive Email

5. Create and send an email, including recipient address, 
subject, and message.

6. Open and reply to an email.
7. Understand why and how to reply, reply all, and forward 

an email.
8. Add an attachment to an email.
9. Open and download an email attachment.

10. Manage email: Delete and retrieve messages, identify 
spam, and unsubscribe from unwanted mailing lists.

11. Understand basics of email etiquette (using salutations 
and closings, avoiding all caps, making use of the subject 
line, understanding when itʼs ok to forward messages, 
knowing who to cc or bcc, etc.).

12. Use caution when opening or replying to an email from 
an unfamiliar source, downloading attachments, 
following links, or giving out personal information.

? 2.1 Interacting through digital technologies
To interact through a variety of digital 
technologies and to understand appropriate 
digital communication means for a given 
context.

💻 CO.1 Communicate Effectively
💻 CO.2 Collaborate with Technology
💻 CO.3 Make Voice & Video Calls
💻 CO.4 Post on Social Media
💻 CO.5 Use Social Media 
💻 CO.8 Use Messaging Tools
💻 EF.8 Get an Email Account
💻 EF.9 Send and Receive Email
💻 WO.4 Choose the Appropriate Tool
💻 WO.9 Manage Professional Networks

?



Using GAI for Alignment
🔍 Curate

Existing Content

To support disparate standards and offline access

Link to Video: Enhancing Access to Curriculum-Aligned OER with 
Machine Learning Automation

Leveraging GAI to: 
● Digitize curriculum 

standards / 
frameworks

● Recommend 
alignments

https://youtu.be/k4uG-Xrc3Ko?si=kau3YWmoa60Rma39
https://youtu.be/k4uG-Xrc3Ko?si=kau3YWmoa60Rma39


   CrowdED Learning Values

Transparency

Collaboration

Access

Efficacy

Benefits and drawbacks

Reusability and coordination

Learner voice, open pedagogy

Critical evaluation



Add your response at 

bit.ly/gaiforoe



🚀 Launching Next Week! 🚀

crowdedlearning.org/contact

http://crowdedlearning.org/contact


Resources Generated via EdTech Maker Spaces

Visit our Resources page

https://www.crowdedlearning.org/resources
https://www.crowdedlearning.org/our-work/rsta
https://digitalskillslibrary.org/
https://www.crowdedlearning.org/our-work/eslstorybank
https://wakelet.com/shb_flc
https://digitalskillslibrary.org/glossary
https://wakelet.com/wake/eDe5DJTT6J52aymcp8CEb


Join the Crowd!

CrowdED Learning

CrowdED_US

CrowdED Learning

crowdedlearning.org
jeffrey_goumas@worlded.org 

rachel_riggs@worlded.org 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/25016836/admin/
https://twitter.com/CRowded_us
https://www.facebook.com/CrowdEDLearningEveryone
https://www.crowdedlearning.org/contact
mailto:jeffrey_goumas@worlded.org
mailto:rachel_riggs@worlded.org


CrowdED 
Learning

AI for 
Learning 
and Work



Funding to Support this Work



Icons

All icons are 
from The Noun 
Project artist 

Caputo

AI-Generated

Image Credit

Using ChatGPT 
Plus DALL-E 3

Note: World Education has no affiliation with these companies and creators.

https://thenounproject.com/imron46/

